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Abstract: Traumatic injuries to the spine can be common in the setting of blunt trauma and delayed
diagnosis can have a deleterious effect on patients’ health. The goals of treatment in managing spine
trauma are prevention of neurological injury, providing stability to the spine, and correcting posttraumatic deformity. Minimally invasive spine surgery (MISS) techniques are an alternative to open
spine surgery for treatment of spine fractures. MISS is also a viable treatment in the setting of damage
control orthopedics, when patients with multiple traumatic injuries may be unable to tolerate a traditional
open approach. MISS techniques have been used in the treatment of unstable fractures with or without
spinal cord injury, flexion and extension-distraction injuries, and unstable sacral fractures. Traditional
open surgeries have been associated with increased blood loss, longer operative times, and a higher risk
for surgical site infection (SSI). MISS techniques have the potential to reduce open approach-associated
morbidity, and improve postoperative care and rehabilitation. MISS techniques for spine trauma are an
indispensable option in the treatment armamentarium of spine surgeons.
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Introduction
Traumatic injuries to the spine can be common in the
setting of blunt trauma and delayed diagnosis can have a
deleterious effect on patients’ health (1,2). Spine trauma
patients, especially poly-trauma patients, can present unique
challenges to the spine surgeon (3,4). Spine fractures that
require surgical intervention, should be managed promptly
to improve or prevent neurologic deficit (5).
Minimally invasive spine surgery (MISS) techniques
are valuable treatment modalities for the management
of spine trauma patients. Originally used for treatment
of degenerative lumbar conditions, MISS presents an
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alternative to traditional open spine surgery. MISS
techniques are based on the preservation of soft tissue,
while maintaining the principles of spine decompression,
stabilization, and deformity correction. MISS is also a
viable treatment option in the context of damage control
orthopedics, when patients with multiple traumatic injuries
may not be able to tolerate traditional open approaches. In
this review, we discuss the different types and classifications
of spine trauma, and how minimally invasive techniques can
be used in the treatment of these spine injuries. Additionally,
we will examine the literature supporting the use of these
techniques, while explaining common limitations surgeons
may encounter when planning for MISS.
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trauma was 19%, rate of head trauma was 13%, and rate of
abdominal trauma was 10% (6,7).

Table 1 Comparison between TLICS and SLIC
Characteristic

TLICS

SLIC

No abnormality

0

0

Classification systems

Compression

1

1

Burst component

2

2

Translation/rotation

3

3

Distraction

4

4

Intact

0

0

Indeterminate

2

1

Disrupted

3

2

Intact

0

0

Nerve Root Injury

2

1

Complete cord injury

2

2

Incomplete cord injury

3

3

Cauda equina injury

3

–

In past decades, the Denis 3-column system was used to
classify TL fractures, but its clinical utility was limited, as
it did not propose a treatment course or guided decisionmaking (9,10). Newer schemas base their classification
on three components of injury: fracture morphology,
neurological status, and integrity of ligamentous structures.
The Thoracolumbar Injury Classification and Severity
(TLICS) Score (11) and the Subaxial Cervical Spine Injury
Classification and Severity (SLIC) Score (12) are widely
accepted because they provide a scoring system to guide
management (Table 1). Patients with a score of less than
four can be managed non-operatively and those with a
score of five or more are operative candidates. A score of
four is indeterminate and these patients can be managed
operatively or non-operatively depending on the surgeon’s
clinical decision making.
More recently, the AOSpine Subaxial Cervical Spine
and Thoracolumbar Spine Injury Classification Systems
were developed. The AOSpine classification systems takes
into account fracture morphology, neurological status, and
case specific modifiers (8,13). In a meta-analysis comparing
the utility of four different classification systems for TL
trauma, TLICS was the best system available for guiding
therapeutic decision-making in TL spine injuries (9,10).
On the other hand, the same study shows that the AOSpine
classification system was found to be superior to the TLICS
score for classifying fracture morphology with better inter
and intraobserver reliability (14). However, additional
studies are needed to compare the utility of the newly
developed AOSpine TL Spine injury classification system
with the TLICS score for making clinical decisions.

Injury morphology

PLC integrity/DLC integrity

Neurological status

Total score <4, nonoperative; total score >4, operative
management. TLICS, The Thoracolumbar Injury Classification
ans Seveirty Score; SLIC, The Subaxial Cervical Spine Injury
Classification and Severity Score; PLC, posterior ligamentous
complex; DLC, discoligamentous complex.

Epidemiology
Spine injuries are common in the setting of blunt trauma.
There are over 160,000 estimated spine fractures per year in
the United States (1,6). More than 50% of fractures occur
at the thoracolumbar (TL) spine T10–L2 with AO-type
A compression fractures, burst (type A3) and wedge
compression (type A1), being the most common fracture
morphologies (1,7,8). Spine fractures are common in adult
males and are associated with high-energy trauma, such
as motor vehicle crashes or falls from significant height.
Injuries in the elderly population are most likely associated
with low-energy trauma such as falls from standing height.
One of the most devastating complications of spine
fractures is spinal cord injury, which is estimated to occur
in 26.5% of TL fractures (7). Additionally, patients with
spine trauma can present with multiple traumatic injuries.
In patients with TL spine injuries, the rate of concomitant
non-contiguous cervical spine was 11%, rate of extremity
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Rationale
The main goal of MISS is to reduce approach-associated
morbidity, while obtaining similar outcomes as traditional
open spine surgery. The treatment goals in spine trauma
are to prevent the development of a neurological injury,
prevent further neurological damage, provide stability
to the spine, and correct post-traumatic deformity.
Restoring proper spine alignment enhances neurological
recovery and reduces the risk of deterioration of an
existing neurological deficit (15). In poly-trauma patients,
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the principles of damage control orthopedics are often
used for surgical decision-making (16-18). The goal of
damage control orthopedics is to reduce the physiologic
burden and morbidity associated with a traditional open
approach, in an unstable, poly-traumatized patient. A
retrospective study demonstrated that early surgical
stabilization of spine fractures was the only physiciandependent risk factor that was associated with lowering
the rate of respiratory failure in poly-trauma patients
undergoing thoracic or lumbar surgery (19). Although,
poly-trauma patients may benefit from early surgical
stabilization, definitive fixation should be delayed until the
patient achieves hemodynamic stability and can tolerate
physiologically demanding procedure (18).
Minimizing the physiologic burden associated with open
procedures is one of the fundamental benefits of MISS (20).
In the treatment of type A-compression TL fractures (8),
retrospective and prospective studies have shown that MISS
approach had decreased blood loss, shorter operative times,
and length of stay, when compared to traditional open
procedures (21-23). In studies examining post-operative
pain, MISS was shown to be beneficial for lowering
postoperative pain and improving functional recovery
within 3-months of surgery (21).
For single-level TL burst fractures, MISS demonstrated
better patient reported outcomes when compared to
conservative and open surgical management (24). The
morbidity associated with traditional open approaches is
a result of the extensive soft tissue dissection that leads to
muscle ischemia, denervation, and ultimately, pain (25).
Muscle damage eventually causes muscle atrophy and
can hinder patients’ rehabilitation capability and overall
outcomes (26). This is especially true in the poly-trauma
population where an already damaged tissue may benefit
from a surgical approach that offers the least risk of
approach-associated morbidity (27-30).
MISS is superior to open approach in terms of the
infection rate. In a prospective case series, authors reported
a 10% infection rate in patients undergoing open operative
decompression and internal fixation of TL fractures (31).
Reports have shown that surgical site infection (SSI)
in MISS procedures ranges from 0.1% in spinal
decompression procedures to a 1.5% in spinal fixation and/
or fusion procedures, with an overall SSI rate of 0.22% for
all spine procedures (32). Compared to a 2–6% infection
rate reported for open procedures, MISS is a recommended
option in treatment of spine trauma patients to reduced risk
of SSI (16,18,27,28,30,32).
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Indications
When selecting an optimal surgical approach for the
treatment of spine fractures, several factors are taken into
consideration: the bony and ligamentous injury pattern, the
presence of neurologic injury, the surgeons’ expertise, and
the patients’ medical comorbidities and body habitus. TLICS
can be used to help guide treatment decision-making, but
typically those injuries that require surgery are patients’
who have damage to the posterior ligamentous complex, a
neurologic deficit, or a stable compression/burst fractures not
amenable for treatment with orthosis (33). MISS techniques
have been used in the treatment of unstable fractures with or
without spinal cord injury, flexion- and extension-distraction
injuries, and unstable sacral fractures (34-36).
One controversy is the need for arthrodesis in the
treatment of spine fractures. Instrumentation without
fusion is considered for patients with purely bony injuries,
such as a transosseous Chance fracture. Studies have
shown that non-fusion methods are effective in achieving
stability and sagittal alignment, even after removal of
implants (37). Hardware can be removed after fracture
healing is achieved and confirmed on postoperative CT
scan. Otherwise, hardware would be removed if it becomes
clinically symptomatic or is causing patient discomfort. A
recent meta-analysis found no clear clinical or radiological
advantage of fusion in the treatment of burst fractures (38).
Additionally, surgical time, blood loss, and maintaining
mobility at the fractured level favored the non-fusion
group. No difference was established between fusion and
non-fusion groups in terms of instrumentation failure,
radiological parameters, and pain scores. Therefore,
non-fusion methods may be an effective option for the
management of TL fractures (37,38).
In a prospective-randomized study comparing fusion to
non-fusion in the treatment of TL burst fractures, short
segment fixation (SSF) without fusion showed satisfactory
results with respect to complications, blood loss and
operative time (39). SSF, defined as one level below and
one above, has shown to be a valuable option in treatment
of TL burst fractures (Figure 1) and fracture-dislocation
(40,41). Insertion of a screw at injury level, when allowed
by fracture morphology, have been used successfully to
provide additional biomechanical support (40,42). Overall,
compared with fusion, SSF with MISS has no significant
differences with respect to clinical and radiographic
outcomes for the treatment of TL burst fractures (23,41,43).
Patients with burst fractures with incomplete neurological
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Figure 1 L1 burst fracture treated with short-segment fixation. (A) Coronal CT; (B) intra-operative fluoroscopy; (C) sagittal CT; (D) postoperative lateral X-ray.

deficit classically require anterior column reconstruction.
Anterior column support can be obtained through lateral
MISS approaches by performing a corpectomy and interbody
fusion with the use of expandable titanium cages and
anterolateral or pedicle screw fixation (36). Lateral MISS
approaches allow for the direct visualization of the pathology
and the application of traditional corpectomy techniques,
while minimizing approach-associated morbidity (36).
Additionally, anterior approaches have resulted in improved
neurological outcomes when compared to posterior or lateral
decompression techniques (44).
MISS can also be considered for the treatment of flexiondistraction injuries. These fractures may be associated with
severe instability due to disruption of posterior stabilizing
structures. MISS can provide sufficient stabilization along
fracture lines while the healing process occurs (43). A
prospective study on patients with flexion distraction injuries
showed that there was no difference in the American Spinal
Injury Association score and the degree of kyphotic angulation
between the MIS and open surgery groups (44). Furthermore,
MISS had reduced blood loss and tissue damage compared
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with open surgical techniques. Similar techniques have also
been described in the treatment of extension-distraction
injuries in patients with ankylosed spine (45).
Moreover, MISS techniques can be used for the treatment
of unstable or complex sacral fractures that require lumbopelvic
fixation (LPF). Minimally invasive LPF techniques have
been shown to provide adequate biomechanical stability
and appropriate fracture reduction for the management of
patients with unstable sacral fractures (34,46). Despite several
advantages of MISS over traditional open approaches, a spine
surgeon can still encounter restrictions or complications in the
application of MISS for spine fractures.
The most crucial consideration when attempting MISS
in trauma patients is surgical experience in performing the
techniques. MISS is associated with a steep learning curve.
Because of the reduced tissue exposure in MISS, the lack of
visual and tactile anatomic landmarks may present a challenge
to the inexperienced surgeon. In a systematic review, a
significant reduction in complication rate was demonstrated
after a surgeon had performed 30 chronological cases (47).
Visualization of anatomic landmarks needs to be achieved
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Figure 2 True AP fluoroscopic image being used to cannulate the
pedicles of a lumbar vertebra. Left pedicle has been cannulated
with a Jamshidi needle, and a flexible wire is being passed
through the needle. Ultimately this wire will guide placement of a
cannulated pedicle screw. AP, antero-posterior.

with intra-operative fluoroscopy. Therefore, failure to
achieve radiographic visualization of key structures is a
contraindication for the use of MISS and an open approach
should be attempted in such cases.
Additionally, inability to accurately visualize these
anatomical structures increases the risk of screw
malposition, longer operative times, and radiation exposure
(48-50). A study evaluating pedicle screw position with
MISS found that 9.7% of the screws were malpositioned.
Of the malpositioned screws, 75% were located between
L3 and L5 due to poor visualization or interference from
the iliac spine (49). In addition, a systematic review showed
screw malposition rates ranges between 2.7% and 6.7%
for pedicle screws placed under fluoroscopic guidance (51).
Inexperience with MISS techniques may often lead to
longer operative times, consequently increasing radiation
exposure (47). Reported radiation dosage rates for MISS are
10 times higher than traditional open surgery. Therefore,
surgical expertise is critical for the application of MISS in
patients with spine trauma.
Surgical techniques
Pedicle screw instrumentation
Four different methods have been described for
percutaneous placement of pedicle screws: true antero-
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posterior (AP) targeting, Magerl or Owl’s eye technique
(OET), biplanar fluoroscopy and image-guided
navigation (52). The preferred method of authors (KE
Banagan and SC Ludwig) is the true targeting as it allows
for both pedicles to be instrumented simultaneously
by two surgeons, minimizing both operative time and
radiation exposure (17). A true AP is obtained when
anterior and posterior margins are superimposed and only
a single superior endplate shadow can be seen (Figure 2).
A full description of the true AP targeting method can
be found elsewhere (17). This approach reduces the rate
of significant radiographic breach to less than 2.9%, and
symptomatic breach to near 0% (53,54). Another method
for percutaneous pedicle screw insertion is the OET which
uses a trajectory down the axis of the pedicle on an oblique
view (54). Between the two, the AP targeting technique was
associated with a lower risk of facet joint violation in one
cadaveric study, when compared to OET (54).
For adequate percutaneous rod placement, screw positioning
in both the coronal and sagittal plane is important. If possible,
rod passage should start from the rostral end of the construct
and should be inserted into the most proximal pedicle screw.
Introducing and advancing the rod in the cranial to caudal
direction utilizes the shingled morphology of the posterior
lamina to protect the spinal cord and neural elements (55). The
technique is effective for flexion-distraction injuries with canal
retropulsion (Figure 3). Even with the many advantages of the
true AP targeting, the use of this technique is contraindicated
in patients with poor radiographic visualization due to reduced
bone quality or morbid obesity.
Lateral approach
Some patients may present with anterior column instability
and retropulsion into spinal canal, potentially causing
neurological injury. Although traditional posterior
approaches are the treatment of choice for many spine
surgeons, anterior approaches may allow for direct
visualization of the ventral elements and removal of spinal
compression (42). Anterior decompression, restoration
of sagittal alignment, and proper fusion can be achieved
with anterior approaches without the need for additional
posterior instrumentation. A study comparing anterioronly to posterior-only constructs showed that sufficient
maintenance of kyphosis correction can be achieved with
anterior instrumentation only (56). Utilizing the lateral
approach, anterior column support can be achieved with
expandable titanium cages and anterolateral fixation or
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Figure 3 Case of 22-year-old that presented with a flexion distraction injury and T12 burst fracture with canal retropulsion. (A) Mid-sagittal
showing flexion-distraction injury of T11 posterior elements and a T12 burst fracture; (B) axial CT of T12 showing retropulsion into spinal
canal; (C) intra-operative anterior-posterior fluoroscopy; (D) post-operative lateral X-ray of thoracolumbar spine.

pedicle screw fixation (36).
Mini-open lateral approaches are alternatives to
traditional transthoracic or retroperitoneal approaches,
obviating the need for an access surgeon. When compared
to a traditional anterior approach, lateral approaches allow
for anterior decompression while maintaining the reduced
risk for approach-associated morbidity that characterizes
MISS techniques (30). Despite the reported success, the most
common complication associated with the lateral approach
is transient thigh numbness, pain, or weakness (57). This is
likely the result of dissection through the psoas major, which
can cause trauma to the muscle and potential injury to the
lumbar plexus and genitofemoral nerve (58).
Percutaneous vertebral cement augmentation (PVCA)
PVCA techniques include vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty.
PVCA techniques are mainly used in treatment of vertebral
osteoporotic compression fractures and usually are not
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employed in the treatment of high-energy TL trauma.
The goal of vertebroplasty is to reduce pain by stabilizing
the vertebral body and limiting fracture fragment motion.
Similarly, kyphoplasty was developed with the aim of reducing
deformity from vertebral compression fractures (59). For the
latter, a transpedicular approach is used to deliver cement
by inserting and inflating a balloon into the vertebral
body, to reduce vertebral compression fracture and relieve
pressures upon delivery of cement. With this approach,
the risk of approach-associated complications is decreased.
However, cement-related neurologic injury occurs in <1%
of patients (60). Overall, PVCA should be considered
in patients with severe osteoporosis who have suffered a
vertebral compression fracture, otherwise its role in the
treatment of high-energy TL trauma is limited.
MISS in cervical spine
In spine trauma, MISS has largely been limited to the
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thoracic and lumbar spine. Minimally invasive techniques
in the subaxial cervical spine are usually focused on surgical
fixation utilizing anterior fixation techniques, thereby
avoiding posterior dissection of paraspinal musculature.
Clinical and cadaveric studies have demonstrated feasibility
of MISS techniques to treat fractures in the atlantoaxial
region (61-64). The majority of these techniques are
concentrated in atlantoaxial fusion. Feasibility of MISS
technique in the placement of C1 lateral mass and C2
pedicle screws using expandable tubular retractors has
been reported. A total of six odontoid fractures underwent
C1–C2 fusion, achieving solid fusion without motion
complications at more than 2-year follow-up (62). However,
more clinical and outcomes data is needed to compare its
advantage over traditional open cervical approach.
Conclusions
MISS for spine trauma is a valuable option in the treatment
armamentarium of spine surgeons. MISS techniques have
the potential to reduce open approach-associated morbidity,
improve postoperative care and rehabilitation in a variety of
spine fractures and clinical scenarios. MISS techniques can
even serve as part of a lifesaving damage control algorithm
in the treatment of patients with multiple traumatic injuries.
The advantages of MISS techniques continue to be a
highly investigated topic. Even though the approach offers
considerable advantages over open surgery, more outcomes
data with a higher level of evidence is needed to prove
its true advantage (65). As the field of MISS continue to
progress, newer and enhanced techniques will become more
readily available for the treatment of spine trauma.
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